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PathologyMammography

The ComfortView™ monitor mounting system is part of every RedRick Technologies’ workstation.

Our solutions are specifically developed so that healthcare organizations can standardize their

monitor configurations around today’s large format diagnostic displays without risk of display sag

or loss of adjustability over time. 

OVERVIEW

VESA 75 and 100 compliant 

Adjustments to height and focal depth

position can be made effortlessly to the

entire monitor array at once

Radiology Cardiology

 Capabilities

200 lbs maximum monitor weight capacity

 

We support displays for a variety of medical specialties,  including:

 

Capabilities are based on one unit, but can

be combined to support larger workstation

setups with multiple monitor mounts 

 

Telemetry

12" 16" 15° 90°

of motorized monitor

 height adjustment

of adjustment towards

and away from the viewer

of tilt/swivel 

in all direction

of rotation in

either direction

L2 Monitor Mount L4 Monitor Mount



  Must contain a balanced load. Each outer

  Cannot support over/under monitor 

  Contains one lifting column

  Maximum weight capacity of 85lbs

 
 

  Capacity to support a broader load/ 

  Can support over/under monitor 

  Contains two lifting columns

  Maximum weight capacity of 200lbs

ComfortView™ L2 Monitor Mount ComfortView™ L6 Monitor Mount

ComfortView™ L4 Monitor MountComfortView™ L4S Monitor Mount

Over/Under 

 XL or dual display monitors such as Barco Fusion

monitors account for two monitor spaces

(as seen in the middle monitor above)

1 2 3 4

  Integrated power distribution

 Features
Integrated cable management

  15’ data cables for a full range of  

  3, 4, or 6 USB 3.0 Connections 

 L4S Mount  L4 Mount

 L4S vs. L4 

adjustment and optimal cable routing

monitor space must not exceed 12 lbs

configuration 

monitor configuration than the L4S

configuration 



L4S L4 L6

Rotation in either direction, per individual monitor 90° 90° 90°

L2 L4S L4 L6

Mounting Capabilities

Max Number of Monitor Spaces
*Please refer to monitor mount pictures

Maximum Weight Capacity - lbs.

VESA compliant for 75mm and 100mm bolt pattern

Over/Under monitor mounting capable

2 4 4 6

55 85 200 200

Adjustment Capabilities
Height Adjustment Range 

User-defined height adjustment pre-sets (3 positions)

Horizontal (forward/back) adjustment of monitor set

Side/ side horizontal angle positioning

Tilt/ swivel in all directions, per individual monitor

12" 12" 12"12"

16" 16" 16"16"

15° 15° 15° 15°

Accessories
Number of power bar outlets integrated into monitor mount

Power transformer holder

Cable management routing track for power and data cables

Excess cable storage for input devices

4 6 6

O

3, 4, or 6 port USB hub O

Yes

Rotation in either direction, per individual monitor 90° 90° 90° 90°

No

SPECIFICATIONS

OptionalO
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